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JUDGMENT:

Justice Agha·Rafig Ahmed Khan, Chief Justice: Appellant

the judgment dated 25.03.2003 delivered by learned Additional

i) Under section 364-A of Death sentence
the Pakistan Penal Code

ii) Under section 302-B of Death sentence
the Pakistan Penal Code

iii) Under section 10(3) of 25 years rigorous
the Offence of Zina imprisonment
(Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979

No.14/L of 2003, which has been put up for confirmation of death

2. The prosecution case III brief IS that complainant.

Muhammad Anwar PW.8 lodged the first information report Ex.PG

on 04.02.2002 at police Station Satellite Town, Sargodha stating that
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on 03.02.2002 when he returned home from his job his wife Mst.

Robina, PW.9, informed him that his (Bhanja) nephew Javed Iqbal,

had come at noon time and stayed for about half an hour, whereafter

his daughter Mst. Aksa aged 8/9 years was found missing. The

search for missing child was futile. The complainant consequent

alongwith Khalid Mehmood and Muhammad Aslam, went towards

Akram informed them that at about 2.30/,3.00 p.m. they had seen

daughter for commission of zina with her. Hence FIR No.46/02

3. Investigation ensued as a consequence of registration of

crime report. During investigation accused Javed Iqbal was arrested

who, during interrogation, confessed that he abducted Mst. Aksa,
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took her in the Kino orchard near 33-Phattak Mitha Lak Road,

Sargodha where he committed zina with her and then strangulated

her to death. On his pointation the police recovered dead body of

into possession. Then the police added section 302 of the Pakistan

05.02.2002. After completion of investigation the Station House

Officer submitted report under section 173 of the Code of Criminal

L Procedure before the trial Court on 11.02.2002 requiring the accused

Code, under section 10(3) of the Offence of Zina (Enforcement of
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Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 and also under section 302 of the Pakistan

Penal Code. The accused did not plead guilty and claimed trial.

5. The prosecution produced thirteen witnesses in order to

prove its case. The gist of the deposition of the witnesses IS as

(i) PW.1 Ghulam Mustafa had identified the dead body of

sealed envelope and a sealed phial in the office of the

Chemical Examiner, Rawalpindi on 29.03.2002 which

(iv) PWA Ghulam Hussain Constable stated that on

05.02.2002 he got medically examined Javed Iqbal
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Officer handed him over medico-legal report which he

produced before the Investigating Officer on the same

instruction of the police and on the pointation of the

(vi) PW.6 Lady Doctor Rehana Rashid had conducted post-

. A naked girl of aged about 10 years wrapped in a

1. An abrasion 1cm x 2 cm on right side of neck
extending from neck to laterally.

2. Multiple abrasions of small sizes scattered in an
area of 9 cm x 7 cm on front and lower part of
chin and left side of lower face.

3. An abrasion 1 cm x 1 cm on upper part of right
side of face.

4. An abrasion 4 cm x V2 cm on the top and outer
side of right shoulder.
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5. An abrasion 1 em x 1;4 em on back of right lower
chest.

6. Multiple abrasions in an area of 4 em x 4 em on
right upper chest part.

7. Contusion mark of size 3 em x 1/2 em on back of
right knee joint.

8. Contusion mark of size 3 em x 1 em on inner side
of right knee joint.

9. Contusion mark 1 em x 1h em on back of left
knee joint.

Examination of Peranial area
Fresh blood oozing which had stained wrapped

On examination of vagina

blood oozed from deep layers. Small blood vessels

underneath the injuries were damaged. Pornue of hyoid

bone intact underneath rest of the injuries, underlying
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tissues were congested. Stomach contained semi solid

food material. Small intestines contained liquid material

and gas. Large intestine contained faecal matter and gas.

In my opinion cause of death in this case is due to

Probable time that elapsed in between injuries

I have also given a note in my P.M. report. After
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Ex.PB is the correct carbon copy of my P.M.

I have also endorsed injury statement Ex.PC and

(vii) PW.7 Doctor Farhat had medically examined Javed

~----

the Investigating Officer on the same day who took the
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same into possession through recovery memo Ex.PH

(xi) PW.ll Arshad stated that he, Muhammad Sid~iq and

recovered shalwar P.l, qameez P.2, Chadder P.3, pair of

poliCe through memo Ex.PI which was attested by him

recovered dead body of Mst. Aksa from a Kinno tree of

the garden of Shaukat Piracha near Railway Crossing.

(xii) PW.12 Muhammad Akram stated that he alongwith

on a bus at 1/1.30 p.m. He further stated that Khalid

(xiii) Muhammad Arshad Head Constable appeared as PW.13

to identify the handwriting and signatures of Nazar
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Hussain Sub Inspector/Investigating Officer who had

Inspector visited the place of occurrence and prepared

site plan Ex.Pl, took into possession clothes and shoes

of Mst. Aks~ deceased and prepared recovery memo

Ex.PI, prepared recovery memo Ex.PH regarding

sealed envelope, prepared site plan Ex.PK regarding

recovery of dead body of Aksa, prepared site plan

" rosecution case has been lodged against me on

he basis of suspicious story and no solid reasons
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and evidence have been given against me. PWs are

related to each other and with the complainant, and

also due to family friction I have been involved in

this false case. No direct evidence is against me. "

formalities of the trial returned verdict of guilt. Conviction was

prosecution witnesses as well as statement of the accused has been

perused. The relevant portions of the impugned judgments have been

i) that the impugned judgment IS bad on account of
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iii) that the prosecution evidence does not InspIre

iv) that the story of the prosecution is not probable;

v) that there are material contradictions in the prosecution

there is no enmity between the two families. It is not possible

to involve falsely the son of a sister in such a serious offence;
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ii) Muhammad Akram PW.12 had seen the deceased with

the accused while boarding a bus which fact was also

disclosed to the police in his statement;

iii) that the dead body and the last worn clothes were

discovered on the pointation of the accused; and

the police. There is nothing on the record to suggest that the

complainant party consulted different quarters before

iii) the accused IS the real nephew of the wife of the

complainant. There is nothing on the record even to suggest
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that the relationship b~tween the family of the complainant
"~

vi) the report of the Chemical Examiner Ex.PE also

sole testimony of a waj-takar who has last seen the accused

alongwith the victim but in this case the last seen evidence

was given by Muhammad Akram PW.12 who is brother-in-
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law of the complainant and belongs to the same caste and he

together. There is no suggestion to this witness that he did not

viii) the argument advanced by the learned Counsel. for the

appellant, that the formalities required under section 103 of

the Code of Criminal Procedure were not adopted, IS not

applicable in cases where discovery of facts is the result of the

learned Counsel for the appellant who pleads mercy. On a Court

question why capital punishment should not be awarded, the learned
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Counsel submitted that the appellant is a young man and is a first

recorded by the learned trial Court vide impugned judgment dated

25.03.2003. His sentence of 25 years rigorous imprisonment under

imprisonment on each count. All the three sentences shall run

concurrently with benefit of section 382-B of the Code of Criminal

AHMED KHAN
F JUSTICE

Dated Lahore the
\~. \t>-~,J>\O

Imranl*


